HAPPY EARTH DAY
By John Forster and Tom Chapin

One day she spun out of the sun. Did she know at the hour of her birth that she'd cool, and she'd bloom, and one day become the garden we know as the earth?

1 Happy, happy Earth Day. Happy, happy Earth Day.
2 Happy, happy Earth Day. Happy, happy Earth Day.

Verse

We celebrate your waterfalls your glaciers and typhoons the earth Day. From the schools of leaping dolphins and the herds of kangaroo, happy Earth Day to you.

From the highest Himalaya to the mountains under sea, from the sweet smell of your dows - on rain - bow afternoons, the northern lights on starry nights and frozen tip of Greenland - to the sands of Galilee, we're gathering to gather to

when the night is gone, the fiery magic of your dawn, raise our voice in song, and pledge to keep you green and strong.

3 Happy, happy Earth Day. Happy, happy Earth Day. Every time I smell a flower, or feel the morning dew,* Every time I see a baby learning something new, I'm amazed again how blessed we are, and it's all thanks to you. Happy Earth Day (x3) to you

*Repeat melody of this line for the next two lines.